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MailGUARD
products are

effective & elegant,
their patented

design allows all
types of mail to be

accepted and
significantly

improves the
security of your

property.

MailGUARD and MailGUARDplus
are simple, elegant and effective

ways to improve your safety
against arson attack

Protects against Arson Attacks

Helps Prevent Burglaries

Already in Widespread use
Throughout the UK

2 Year Warranty

MailGUARD &
MailGUARDplus

effectively 
contains most

blasts and fires

MailGUARDplus
extinguishes any

fire in seconds

MailGUARDplus
prevents liquids

from entering the
property and the

built-in fire
extinguisher is

activated if it is lit

MailGUARD &
MailGUARDplus

completely prevent
burglars from

using the letterbox
to steal keys 

or unlock 
the door
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High quality
slimline steel
frame only
40mm deep

Steel security 
plate allows
letterbox to
be locked

Non-combustible,
self extinguishing

and leak-proof
material

Letterbox
locking

pins

Double zip puller
that can be locked

Heat detection tube and
automatic fire extinguisher

(MailGUARDplus only)

• Anti-Social Behaviour
Contains fireworks and small fires

• Increase Security
Mail is kept out of sight, not on the floor where it is 
a clear indication to burglars that no one is in.

• Lockable Letter Plate
The letterbox can be securely locked closed when 
required. In addition the mailbag can be secured with a 
padlock to prevent any unauthorised access to your 
post helping prevent identity fraud or the theft of 
money or cheques in the mail.

• Huge Capacity Fireproof Bag
Accepts bulky items such as newspapers, magazines 
and even telephone directories.

• Easy to Install
Easily fitted in minutes to almost any door, including 
uPVC using simple tools. Mailguard can also be removed 
and re-used just as simply.

• MailGUARD - Helping you to 
achieve the Government’s 
targets for the “Fear of Crime 
Initiative”

Where there is an extreme threat to life
MailGUARDplus incorporates a Heat Detection

Tube which is instantly activated by heat from 
any ignition source, releasing exstinguishant, 

quickly and effectively putting out any fire. 
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MailGUARD is an ideal product for protection
against anti-social behaviour such as fireworks and
other ignition sources being introduced through the
letterbox. It increases the security of premises and

helps to reduce the fear of crime.

• Anti-Arson
Where there is an extreme threat to life

• Increase Security
Mail is kept out of sight, not on the floor where it is 
a clear indication to burglars that no one is in.

• Lockable Letter Plate
The letterbox can be securely locked closed when 
required. In addition the mailbag can be secured with a 
padlock to prevent any unauthorised access to your 
post helping prevent identity fraud or the theft of 
money or cheques in the mail.

• Huge Capacity Fireproof Bag
Accepts bulky items such as newspapers, magazines 
and even telephone directories.

• Easy to Install
Easily fitted in minutes to almost any door, including 
uPVC using simple tools. Mailguard can also be removed 
and re-used just as simply.

• MailGUARD - Helping you to 
achieve the Government’s 
targets for the “Fear of Crime 
Initiative”


